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The use of instrumental systems based on the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) for rapid diagnosis of intact plant viruses (
obacco mosaic virus (TMV)) is considered. A new approach using detection of viral antigen and antibody (IgG) complexes formed
reincubation step (instead of their consecutive application in classical approach) is discussed. A comparison between signal lev

rom the mixture of virus and specific serum and that from the sample without virus (samples deposited onto the sensor surface t
hiocyanate and protein AStaphylococcus aureus) allows unambiguous detection of viral particles in the material studied. The perfor
apabilities of the method are discussed and illustrated by quantitative detection of virus in the actual samples (cells homogen
oncentration.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

One of the most urgent problems in modern virology is
apid, low-cost and adequate detection of intact viruses and
heir fragments in the ambient media, clinical samples (for
uman and animal viruses), foodstuff and affected parts of
lants (for plant viruses). Formed viral particles are present at

he inactive stage of the virus life cycle. However, the avail-
bility of intact virions in the material studied indicates the
eginning of the infection process, and quantitative determi-
ation makes it possible to characterize the intensity of this
rocess. It should also be noted that the same clinical features
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may be caused by different viruses. It is, therefore, nece
to develop highly specific and rapid techniques for lab
tory diagnosis of viral diseases that use a direct detecti
viruses.

Many techniques exist for the detection of virus spe
proteins and nucleic acids, but only few can detect intac
ral particles. The traditional technique for detection of in
viruses and viral specific antigens is an enzyme-linked
munosorbent assay (ELISA). This technique, however
certain constraints. The most important stem from the
modynamic character of the above process, i.e., no info
tion exists on the kinetic parameters of reaction. Moreo
ELISA cannot discriminate directly the source of antig
however, it would be of interest to determine what is the
mediate cause of response. Is it the specific protein, the
fragment or the virion itself?

In recent years, nondestructive techniques (such as bi
sors) for the detection of biospecific interactions (in part
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lar, with intact viral particles) find ever-growing use. For in-
stance, a possibility of specific detection of bacterial viruses
with quartz microweighing was demonstrated (Dultsev et al.,
2001). The same approach can be used to detect intact human
(Cooper et al., 2001) and plant (Eun et al., 2002) viruses. For
direct detection of viral particles the bioelectric recognition
technique (based on the interaction between intact virus and
intact cell) is often applied (Kintzios et al., 2001). Atomic
force microscopy is an efficient technique to investigate not
only intact viruses, but also the stages of their development
in the cell (Kuznetsov et al., 2002; Malkin et al., 2003). Vari-
ous optical techniques, e.g., interferometry (Schneider et al.,
1997), also can be used to detect viral particles in samples.
This is due to the fact that viral particles have higher refractive
indices than those of biological media.

At the same time, the techniques using optoelectronic
transducers are easy and rapid. These factors make it pos-
sible to develop handy and economical instruments for rapid
diagnostics of the viral infections in the clinical setting, as
well as to determine the virus content in plants. One of the
most efficient techniques, which are used widely for the rapid
detection of biospecific interactions is that of surface plasmon
resonance (SPR). It is based on generation of surface polari-
tons on the state of the medium surrounding surface of a thin
metal (Au, Ag, and others) film deposited onto surface of
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because it is of small size and contains a single envelope
protein.

The phenomenon of surface plasmon resonance shows
some limitations when applied to virology. In particular, ad-
equate interpretation of the results is becoming difficult for
measurements done over the intact viruses with length (L)
of several tens of nm. Indeed, the resolving power of instru-
ment at quantitative (within the linear range, i.e., whenL
� λ) detection of biomolecules is determined by the pen-
etration depth (λ ≈ 700 nm) of wavelengthλ. So the size
of the receptor−analyte complex must not be over 100 nm
(Liedberg et al., 1993) for linear relation between angle shift
and total mass of materials on the surface (Snopok et al.,
1998). This technique (in its classical version) was success-
fully used for the detection of specific antibodies using im-
mobilized intact virus (Abad et al., 2002), for the analysis
of reversible (low-affine Langmuir like process) interactions
of viruses with specifically modified surface (Barton et al.,
2001) and for the analysis of immunoglobulins–virus
interactions (Hardy and Dimmock, 2003). Moreover,
the surface plasmon resonance technique is quite ap-
plicable for investigation of plant viruses whose sizes
are small (Sanual and Van Regenmortel, 1995; Van
Regenmortel, 1999). At the same time to date, surface plas-
mon resonance based approaches were not used for quan-
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n insulator (Ulber et al., 2003; Homola, 2003). The prin-
ipal advantages of such systems over the traditional
iques for study of immunochemical interactions, stems
possibility to investigate directly, in the real-time mode

ermolecular interactions, as well as kinetic and therm
amic parameters of the binding process. This permit
etermination of the mechanism for such process and
espondingly, optimize the developed analytical proced
esides, there is no need to use labeled reagents (Keusgen
002).

The surface plasmon resonance technique is used w
or studying virus specific macromolecules. Most studie
his field deal with individual components rather than en
iral particles (Wittekindt et al., 2000; Tanaka et al., 200).
he viral peptides, recombinant and refined viral proteins
erve as a convenient model to investigate antibody affi
owever, the structure, conformation and microsurrou

ngs of subunits, both separate and incorporated into
articles, may differ essentially. Therefore, investigatio
irus−IgG interaction under the conditions similar to thos
ivo is of great importance, beyond all doubt (Schoefield an
immock, 1996). Indeed, each virus is a complex mixtu
f antigens whose diversity is determined by the numb
irus specific proteins. Even a single protein usually con
number of antigen determinants. They depend on the s
tructure of molecule and may be located in different se
f the polypeptide chain. That is why model viruses shou
sed with small number of antigen determinants when d
ping novel approaches of detection of intact viruses. F

hese considerations the tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) se
o be the most convenient model to refine such approa
itative detection of intact viruses. In accordance with
he objective of this study was to develop the surface
on resonance approach for the quantitative determin
f viruses, using TMV as a model system.

. General approach

The traditional approach for use of the surface plas
esonance technique is to have receptor immobilized a
ensor surface, while an analyte remains in solution. In
ase, the SPR angle shift depends on the effective thickn
nalyte layer specifically bound to the immobilized rece

ayer; the densities of both layers being constant. This m
hat SPR angle shift change is due to variation of the pa
ters of molecular ensemble for interacting molecules in
ertical plane (Snopok et al., 2003). The shift of the angl
epends not only on the layer thickness but on the refra

ndex variation within the layer (Snopok et al., 1998). There-
ore, the molecular layer compactness will also affect th
ponse due to refractive index variation. If, at the same
he surface structure thickness can be fixed (due to spec
f the interaction process and constant form of the intera
omponents), then the shift of the angle will be a one-va
unction of the biomolecular ensemble compactness.

In this study, a new approach was considered that
he layers density variation as information parameter.
his (i) the protein A specificity towards Fc fragment of i
unoglobulin and (ii) the formation of previously obtain

pecific IgG–virus complex were used. Depending on the
tive concentration of viral particles and specific antibod
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Fig. 1. Virus detection at “antiviral IgG−virus” complex immobilization: general approach: (a) high density and (b) low density.

the virion−nIgG complexes will have different numbers (n)
of antibodies per virion. This determines compactness vari-
ations within the complexes, as well as in their packing at
the surface. The average thickness of the whole complex will
remain approximately the same, due to statistical character
of interaction between the antiviral immunoglobulins and a
system of corresponding epitopes at the virus surface (about
800 for TMV). In this case the shift of the angle minimum
will now depend on the layer parameters in the horizontal
plane (Fig. 1).

Our approach makes it possible to avoid the restrictions
of the surface plasmon resonance technique due to the size
of particles. Indeed, when dealing with TMV, it provides for-
mation of a uniform biomolecular layer, with TMV virions
parallel to the interface. This is because of specific interaction
between antibodies and virion, as well as between antibodies
and immobilized protein A. Obviously such an approach re-
quires of some relations between the concentrations of virus
specific antibodies and virions: [TMV] < [IgG] < [TMV]×
number of epitopes. If [IgG] < [TMV], then the angle shift
will be proportional to the concentration of [IgG], because
TMV itself does not adsorb at a surface functionalized with
protein A. If [IgG] > [TMV] × number of epitopes, then fur-
ther increase of [TMV] will not affect the shift of the angle,
due to formation of a compact structure.
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TMV at the zoospore stage. The homogenate was obtained by
pasting up cell suspension with the carbonate buffer (pH 9.6).
Then homogenate was centrifuged at 4000 rpm to remove in-
tact cells and large organelles. The obtained supernatant was
free of any precipitates. Preincubation of the virus-containing
preparation with antibodies was performed at room temper-
ature for 10 min.

The initial virus concentrationC (in mg/ml) was
determined by spectrophotometry using the following
expression:

C = A260
N

Ke

HereA260 is the extinction at wavelength of 260 nm;N, the
dilution of the virus preparation andKe is the extinction co-
efficient (2.7 for TMV).

Investigations with the surface plasmon resonance were
undertaken using a “PLASMON” (“BioSuplar”) spectrome-
ter developed at the V. Lashkaryov Institute of Semiconduc-
tor Physics of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
(Rengevych et al., 1999). A GaAs laser served as source of
excitation (λ = 670 nm). The glass plates (refractive indexn
= 1.61), with as-deposited (through an intermediate Cr adhe-
sion layer 1–1.5 nm thick) gold layer (50 nm), were pretreated
with the “piranha” mixture (H2O2–H2SO4 in the ratio 1:3) to
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Two procedures were attempted aimed on quantitativ
ermination of viruses in plant homogenates. These we
etermination with an “open” system, when the experim

s made in an open chamber without liquid circulation (s
ituation is similar to the classical analysis using standard
hemical plates) and (ii) determination with a “closed” fl
ystem (in accordance with the IUPAC recommendation
tandard analytical techniques).

. Experimental

For this study, the refined preparation of typical TMV vi
train (TMV-U) was carried out. Typical TMV-U is appro
mately 18 nm in diameter, has one envelope protein
aining 158 aminoacid residues with the molecular we
7.5 kDa. This protein serves as antigen for antibodies

hough the quantity of the protein subunits in the whole v
article is 2130, its antigene valency is about 800 bec
ach antigen-binding site occupies the surface of about
rotein subunits.

Also for this study, we used the homogenate of green
racteacoccus minor(Chodat) Petrova cells infected w
emove organic contaminations. After this plates were fi
t a supporting prism (n = 1.61); optical contact was rea

zed using immersion oil (polyphenyl ether,n= 1.61). Wate
olution of potassium thiocyanate, KNCS (concentratio
0−2 M) was prepared immediately before the experim
he glycine (pH 2.2) and carbonate (pH 9.6) buffers w
repared using the standard procedure. The protein AStaphy
ococcus aureus(Sigma) was used in a water solution (c
entration of 50 mg/ml).

. Results and discussion

In accordance with our procedure for immobilization
ntiviral immunoglobulins (Boltovets et al., 2002), the gold
urface of the converter was treated consecutively with
olutions of thiocyanate and protein AS. aureus. Fig. 2a
resents a typical time dependence of angle shift for an
ystem at immobilization of the specific IgG−virus complex
t a functionalized surface. Such shift is due to both
ific and nonspecific adsorption of the sample compo
nd therefore the total response depends not only from
irus concentration.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the virus concentration in sample from the angle shift in the open system. The mean linear deviation of the data is not more, than 5%
(±0.2 in relative units). (a) Time dependence, (b) calibration curve.

Taking into account that sensitivities of different sensor
elements may differ, the shift of the angle when passing from
one standard buffer to another (shown inFig. 2a as “norm”:
water–carbonate buffer exchange, whose refractive indices
are known and constant) was used for standardization of the
measurements for different samples.Fig. 2b presents the cal-
ibration dependence (normalized in accordance withRn =
“inform signal”/“norm”) for “open” system. The informative
signal is the specific (i.e., appropriate interactions between
virus-specific immunoglobulins complexes and protein A)
part of the total response that remains after removal the non-
specific signal by a buffer (that remains after washing by a
buffer with pH 2.2 which breaks the specific bonds between
the Fc-fragment of immunoglobulin and protein A).

At dilution 1:10 of the antiviral serum a monotone depen-
dence of the angle shift from the virus concentration (con-
centration range from 2 to 20�g/ml) was observed. At high
(>100�g/ml) virus concentrations the signal level drops. This
is a result of paracrystalline structures formation in the strong
solution (when virus concentration exceeds 10%). Thus, the
use of an open chamber enables one to detect quickly virus
presence and their concentration in a samples and (using cal-
ibration curve as inFig. 2b). It is necessary to stress that
concentration of antibodies determine the position of cali-
bration curve along the virus concentration axis owing to re-
q ove;
i urve
( G])
s fact
t ions
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c cy of
t

nal-
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w bled
u uto-
m ratio
( ).

Four sets of qualitative experiment were attempted: (i) im-
mobilization of specific IgG from antiviral serum at a surface
treated with KNCS and protein A (negative control); (ii) im-
mobilization of the specific IgG−refined virus complex at a
surface treated with KNCS and protein A (positive control);
(iii) immobilization of the specific IgG−homogenate ofB.
minorcells (infected with TMV at the zoospore stage) com-
plex; (iv) immobilization of the specific IgG−homogenate of
B. minorcells (infected with TMV at the zoospore stage and
double-reseeded) complex.

The results have shown (Fig. 3) that the total shifts of an-
gle for virus-containing samples was slightly higher then for
virus-free samples (as in the case of open cell). Only small
difference of the total responses was due to efficient adsorp-
tion (both specific and nonspecific) of different mixture com-
ponents at the physical converter surface. After removal of

F ecific
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T
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a
i

uired relations between [IgG] and [TMV] discussed ab
f the antibody concentration decrease the calibration c
and correspondingly method detection limit at given [Ig
hift to the lower virus concentrations. In spite of the
hat the open cell is suitable for the rapid analysis limitat
nherent to the static sample preparation (i.e., diffusion
oncentration gradients) can substantially affect accura
he analysis.

Bearing in mind, the importance of the quantitative a
sis of virus-containing samples, flow system (in accord
ith the IUPAC requirements) was developed. This ena
s to improve control of the experimental conditions and a
ate both the measurement process and sample prepa

involving different dilutions of the virus specific serum

n

ig. 3. A comparison between the SPR shifts to nonspecific and sp
dsorption of the IgG−virus complex.�QSPR, SPR angle shift; s.a., seco
f arc;Γ , degree of surface coating; 1, antiviral serum; 2, antiviral serum
MV; 3, antiviral serum and homogenate of theBracteacoccus minorcells

nfected with TMV at the zoospore stage; 4, antiviral serum and homog
f theBracteacoccus minorcells infected with TMV at the zoospore sta
nd twice reinoculated. () Nonspecifically adsorbed complex. () Specif-

cally adsorbed complex.
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the virus concentration in sample from the SPR angle shift in flow system: sample 1,Bracteacoccus minorcells infected with TMV
at the zoospore stage and sample 2,Bracteacoccus minorcells infected with TMV at the zoospore stage and twice reinoculated. The mean linear deviation of
the data is not more than 3% (±0.1 in relative units). (a) Time dependence, (b) calibration curve.

nonspecifically bound component by buffer, the shift of the
angle in the virus containing samples studied is more than
twice of that without virus. For example, for antiviral serum
this shift was 1150 s.a. (0.090 ng/mm2) compared to 2510 s.a.
(0.196 ng/mm2) in the samples with TMV. The difference be-
tween the�QSPR values obtained for the preparations con-
taining homogenates of nonseeded and seeded cells is not
as significant as in the previous experiment: these values are
2530 s.a. (0.198 ng/mm2) and 2250 s.a. (0.176 ng/mm2), re-
spectively. This fact indicates the formation of a compact sur-
face layer in all the three cases. From the data presented in
Fig. 3following conclusion can be made: if there are viruses
in the sample and [Ab] > [TMV]× number of epitopes, then
the angle shift is about double of that for a virus-free sample.
This makes it possible to identify virus-containing samples
reliable and quickly. Moreover, the result defines dynamic
range of the SPR angle shift inherent the proposed approach:
the angle shift with close-packed virion–IgG complexes is
two times higher than in a case of single antibody. The cal-
ibration curves presented inFig. 2b confirming this conclu-
sion.

To provide quantitative determination of virus content in
samples, calibration curve was plotted using the results of
measurements for refined viruses (Fig. 4a). Taking into the
account sensitivity variations for individual transducers and
n A, a
l cise
n ssed
a with
R
l rom
t from
2 as
o from
t
T c-
t on-
fi

culture infected with TMV at the zoospore stage (Boltovets
et al., 2002). In theB.minorculture infected with TMV at the
zoospore stage and double-reseeded, concentration of virus
antigen (determined with ELISA) is significantly lower. The
values from SPR angle shift measurements and ELISA results
for the same samples correspond, which proves that surface
plasmon resonance technique can be adapted for virus detec-
tion.

5. Conclusions

The detection and quantitation of virus content in samples
by immobilizing them complex with antiviral immunoglob-
ulins at the surface modified with NCS and protein A was
demonstrated. The general sensitivity of the technique is
about 250 s.a./�g. With instrumental error of≈3−5 s.a., this
provides signal-to-noise ratio up to 70 for the full range of
angle shift. The dynamic range of virus concentrations at
this value of serum dilution is about 10-fold variation of
concentration: for dilution 1:10 this range is≈2−20�g/ml
which correspond changes of interfacial structure from loose
to close-packed. The detection limit at a given serum concen-
tration determined by the conditions that [TMV] = [IgG]. The
absolute detection limit depends on the area of the sensitive
p nance
i robe
e cell
1 to-
t y
o
t
v opor-
t eter
o
l pg;
t e is
1 re-
umber of immobilized receptor centers of the protein
evel of protein A immobilization was used as a more pre
orm (which include differences between the chips discu
bove). The calibration curve (normalized in accordance
p == “inform signal”/“norm”) is presented inFig. 4. Simi-

arly, for the open cell a dependence of the angle shift f
he virus concentration in a sample (concentration range
up to 20�g/ml at dilution 1:10 of the antiviral serum) w
bserved. The virus concentrations in samples 1 and 2

he homogenate of green algaB. minorcells infected with
MV are 6.5 and 4.6�g/ml, respectively. Concurrent dete

ion of virus in the above samples made with ELISA, c
rmed high concentration of virus antigen in theB. minor
art of sensor surface (since the surface plasmon reso
s surface-based method) and the amount of analyte in p
nough to cover the sensitive area of surface. For the
.5 mm in diameter this limit is determined by the ratio of

al surface area (π × (1.5× 10−3 m)2 and area occupied b
ne virion (300× 18× 10−9 × 10−9 m2; TMV is a 300 nm

ube with diameter above 18 nm) and equal above 5× 109

irus particles. The absolute detection limit decreases pr
ionally to the area of sensitive surface, and at the diam
f 1.5�m this will be around 103−104 virus particles (if the

ower limit of the linear range of physical converter is 0.1
ypical limit of detection for surface plasmon resonanc
0−5 pg/�m2 (Snopok, 2002). It is necessary to stress the
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liability of the method for virus detection: if [TMV]≥ [Ab]
and amount of complexes is enough for full coverage the sur-
face response for the virus containing probes will be twice as
high as probe which contain only specific antiserum (nega-
tive control). At lower concentrations the angle shift will be
proportional to the TMV concentration.

The proposed approach extends the application of various
surface plasmon resonance spectrometer for a broad range of
virological samples and can be easy utilized using on many
commercially available instruments (Bard and Myszka, 2001;
Homola, 2003).
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